344	CARING FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN
Old toys can be made to look like new with some paint and
sandpaper.
The group should make some games and toys and rebuild old
ones.
New Plans Are Made
New committees were formed and plans were made to consult
with the shop and homemaking teachers about materials which
would be needed and available, the desirability of reclaiming old
toys then on hand and probable costs of this and the making of
some new games that the group thought were needed. As the
games and toys were finished in the shop, places in the lower
grade and recreation rooms were found for their use. Before put-
ting them into use the objects were displayed, with a description
of their construction and cost, in the show cases in the hallways.
Evaluation of the projects. Evaluation of the group and
individual experiences should follow soon after the participa-
tion, so that the pleasure the children have had may be en-
hanced, finer details of them recalled and made more clear,
and faulty judgments questioned. The pupils should lead in
the development of deductions as much as possible, the
teacher leading only at points where ideas need to be clarified
and new facts learned more accurately. The principles de-
duced by the pupils should be their own discovery—not
learned as subject matter—and be so acceptable to them that
they will be useful to them in future unpredictable situations.
TYPICAL UNDERSTANDINGS CHILDREN MAY
ACCEPT THROUGH ROUNDED EXPERIENCES
WITH YOUNGER CHILDREN
Each child is different from all others.
Pupils may have less fear or dislike of caring for younger
children.   A study of them may give pupils new ideas of the
important part younger children have in home life, and how
tetter behaved they are when grown-ups treat them as
rather than as playthings or nuisances.   The only
bo young brothers or sisters at home, is

